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Conference 2003 (Part 2)
During the Conference Service at Oaklands New Church, Birmingham on Thursday 24th
July, Rev Clifford Curry and Rev Bruce Jarvis presented a dialogue on the Book of
Revelation. Later Rev Clifford Curry gave a short sermon on a similar theme. Both of
these are printed below, the dialogue first, followed by the sermon.

“There be dragons!”
Rev Clifford Curry and Rev Bruce Jarvis

JOURNAL OF THE GENERAL CONFERENCE OF THE NEW CHURCH

Bruce: You know, Clifford, I’ve heard it said on more than one occasion that the Book of
Revelation is a book for the New Church, or even THE book for the New Church. But
whenever I dip into it I find it rather hard going and not very enlightening, either. I'm much
more inclined to read the Psalms and the Gospels.
Clifford: Oh well, I love the Psalms and the stories of Jesus, too. But, I'm wondering: has
anyone mentioned to you that the Book of Revelation is part of the story of Jesus? Its full
title is: 'The Revelation of Jesus Christ’, and right at the beginning there's a wonderful
promise: “Blessed is the one who reads the words of this prophecy, and blessed are
those who hear it and take to heart what is written in it”.
Bruce: Gracious! I'd never thought of Revelation as part of Jesus' story. It's certainly
pretty difficult to make sense of all the tension and trauma. I can read the words but I'm
blowed if I can hear what the Lord is saying to me. After all, dragons are all well and good
in fairy stories (and I got a lovely one from Wales), but they don’t have much relevance to
my everyday experience.
Clifford: Well, yes, the book does need interpreting. And this is just where Emanuel
Swedenborg and the church’s teachings come in, because they explain what all those
strange images stand for in our own lives
Bruce: OK, so what about red dragons? The Welsh seem to like them but they get a
pretty bad press in Revelation. If I remember rightly, they have umpteen heads, try to eat
new-born children, and plunge the world into utter darkness by sweeping the stars out of
the sky. It's all a bit 18-certificate stuff, if you ask me!
Clifford: Well, the first thing Swedenborg helps us to realise is that this book is describing
events that happen in the spiritual dimension of life. On one level it's about the church,
(Continued on page 2)
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Our mission is to express, share and experience with others in life an inclusive,
non-judgmental vision of God’s kingdom
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Conference Service - Dialogue
(Continued from page 1)

and how it changes and evolves. But every
individual is also a church. When we get a
deeper understanding of Revelation, we can
begin to see how it all applies to ourselves.
Take the dragon: there's something in me, and
it's in every human being, that attacks the
potential angel or spiritual child in my inner
world.
Bruce: So are you saying this is a kind of
spiritual psychology? All these battles and
struggles are pictures of the struggle going on
inside me to grow the church in my heart as I
get on with my life here in this world?
Clifford: Exactly. You've got it in one! Our New Church
teachings help us to see that this Book of Revelation is
exactly the kind of input a spiritually challenged church
needs. That's true whether we're talking about an
individual or a group of people working together.
Bruce: Okay. Fine. But how about my dragon? I seem
to remember from somewhere that the Writings say that
the dragon stands for something called ‘faith alone’.
Trouble is, I don’t quite see what that's got to do with my
everyday life.
Clifford: Fair enough.
'Faith alone' is one of
Swedenborg’s descriptive terms. The challenge for us is
to see and feel how it applies to us.
Let's look at the way the dragon makes us feel, and then,
maybe, we can "smoke him out of his lair"! Revelation
calls him THE ACCUSER - ‘the accuser of our brothers’.
Can you see? The dragon is all about GUILT. It's about
feeling bad about ourselves. It's the voice inside me that
labels me a FAILURE before I’ve even tried.
Bruce: Surely you're not saying there’s something
wrong with having a sense of guilt over the hurt or
sadness we've caused to others? Where would we be
without our conscience? It's essential!
Clifford: Of course not. A conscience is essential. But we
can feel guilty when it's just not necessary. Let's think for
a moment: I want to be a good person, so the dragon in
me sets an impossible standard. And it uses my FAITH
to make it impossible. What did the Revelation dragon
do? It dragged the stars out of the sky. In other words,
instead of the Lord's teachings being a guiding star for
me to follow, it's used to prove I'm a failure, and to
condemn me as a sinner. When mercy and compassion
are taken away, faith stands ALONE. It's separated from
love. It's ‘faith alone’.
Bruce: So, if I try to follow the Lord, one way the hells
will try to stop me will be by making me feel guilty that
I'm not PERFECT? Then they condemn me as a bad
person, so I feel worthless and useless?
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Clifford: You've got it. That’s the dragon’s nasty game,
using a warped attitude that uses faith in a false way. 1.
It leads us away from feeling that God loves us. 2. And it
makes us judgmental, and takes us away from loving
each other. That's what the words “He leads the whole
world astray” mean.
Bruce: Well, there's no doubt that the wrong kind of
religious attitude can be very judgmental and divisive.
There's nothing very "heavenly" about it, and it does
make God look anything but loving. I'd better watch out
for the dragon in me breathing the fire of God’s wrath
everywhere, making me feel bad about myself and other
people
Clifford: It's really relevant stuff. People so often feel PUT
DOWN, not good enough, unsuccessful and
undeserving. This destructive self-critical voice that
ACCUSES them of being faithless failures needs to be
challenged and seen for what it is. When the dragon
(which Revelation also calls “that ancient serpent called
the Devil or Satan”) is finally unmasked, the heavens
rejoice.
Bruce: Yes, guilt is such a heavy burden to carry. Do
you know that Gospel verse, "Come to me all you who
labour and are heavy laden and I will give you rest”? I
can see what Jesus is talking about now. As well as
everything else, He wants to give me rest from the guilty
feelings that burden my soul.

BOTH:

Hallelujah!

Praise the Lord!

Conference Service - Sermon
“O Babylon, city of power! In one hour your doom
has come” Rev 18:10
The Dragon’s weapon against the church in us is GUILT,
our feelings of failure and not being good enough. Guilt
lives life looking back feeling hopeless. Guilt lives in the
past and we are helpless to change the past. Jesus
said “no one who sets their hand to the plough and looks
back is fit for service in the Kingdom of God”. Luke 9:62
So accepting the Lord’s forgiveness as real we
TURNAROUND and look towards the future. Now this
can be quite scary because we can’t see into the future,
however we do have vivid imaginations which can paint
all sorts of possibilities!
This is another way the inner church in each of us
can be undermined and weakened but the problem in
this case is FEAR, specifically the ‘fear of loss’. This is
the weapon of the Scarlet Woman to get us to ‘buy into’
her city Babylon. Queen of a great trading empire who
appears to offer prosperity security and to satisfy all our
desires. She uses our fear and insecurity to get control.
Her boast is “I will never mourn” and the
suggestion is in effect “stick with me and you have
nothing to fear”. Wine is the symbol of religious truth, or
here its opposite, falsity. To drink her wine is to accept
her false remedy for our fear.
Swedenborg calls her “the love, derived from the
love of self, of dominating over the holy things of the
Church.” Her answer to our fear, our fear of loss and
losing out is “get a grip on the church and make sure it
satisfies your needs”.
When we see the church as merely the provider
for our spiritual health, wealth and prosperity, merely
there to serve us we have in Revelation’s language
drunk from the scarlet woman’s cup. Self indulgence has
been swallowed as spirituality.

So the cry comes from heaven “Come out of her my
people” The adultery she is accused of, is to amass
spiritual riches for her own benefit, to build her empire
rather than God’s Kingdom.
The Church of Jesus Christ has a mission to go out,
to speak out and to give out expecting nothing in
return. Her Lord and master tells her “freely you have
received freely give”. When we do….. the wonderful
thing is ..... we give our few loaves and fish and end up
holding a brimming basket full of fragments left over as
every one of the disciples did when the 5000 were fed. In
sharp contrast the fastest way to become spiritually
impoverished is to fearfully try to hang on to what we
have, in order to provide for our own needs, because as
anyone can see we only have five loaves and two fish
left in the bottom of our basket!
When the church is powered by fear it has lost its
FAITH, it doesn’t trust in the Lord’s provision any more.
The fear of loss Swedenborg explains “closes the
internal against the influx from heaven”. In contrast the
willingness to freely give opens the heart to others and to
the Lord’s influx. Opens us to the empowering of His
Holy Spirit given to cheer us ON not merely to cheer us
UP.
The Psalmist wrote “I will trust and not be afraid for
the Lord Jehovah is my strength and my song” Jesus
first words so often to those of “little faith” were “fear
not”. As soon as Babylon the Empire built on fear
collapses we read (Chap 19)
“After this I heard what sounded like the
roar of a great multitude in heaven shouting
Hallelujah! Salvation and glory and power
belong to our God"
Listen, can’t you hear it too?
Rev Clifford Curry

Seasons change with the scenery weaving time in a tapestry …
Spiritual warmth is love, and so good, whereas spiritual light is faith, and so truth. When warmth from the sun is being
received, trees and flowers grow, producing leaves and blossom and fruit, or seeds. This occurs in spring and
summer-time. But when warmth from the sun is not received, only light, nothing grows. All vegetation then becomes
inactive, as it does in autumn and winter-time. The same also applies to spiritual warmth and spiritual light which come
from the Lord. If a person is spring-like or summer-like he receives the good which flows from love and charity and
produces fruit; but if he is autumn-like or winter-like he does not receive that good and therefore does not produce any
fruit. Yet he is still able to receive light, that is, he is able to know things that are matters of faith or truth. The effect of
the light of winter is similar to that of summer, in that it too produces colourful and beautiful sights and enables them to
be seen. But it is different in that it does not penetrate beneath the surface because it has no warmth in it, and as a
consequence nothing can grow.
Arcana Caelestia 4180,3
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Conference 2003

Thursday 24th July

Matins on Thursday morning were beautifully led by Doreen Metcalfe with music on three guitars. Jan Millar then
introduced the session on CAM (Committee on Auxiliary Ministry). CAM has been very busy over the past year with a
lot of new resources being produced. Worship Leader training, which is at the heart of CAM, is going from strength to
strength and new people continue to join the ranks of those undergoing training.
Jan then presented three certificates as shown in the following pictures.

Pauline Grimshaw
Accredited Worship Leader
Judith Wilson
Recognised Worship Leader

Doreen Metcalfe
Recognised Worship Leader

Jan reported that she had been made welcome at various meetings around the country and she was keen to ensure
that what CAM could do for the Church was well communicated. She then introduced a series of sketches aimed at
identifying ‘how not to do’ pastoral visits. The situations included visiting the sick at home or in hospital, visiting a
young exhausted mother and visiting the elderly. The message was that pastoral carers need to be competent and
confident in what they were doing and the key thing is to listen to people when you visit them. To provide further
support for those keen to work in this area there will be a Pastoral Care retreat at Purley Chase from October 24th 26th 2003.

After coffee there was a second opportunity to take part in one of the Special Interest Groups (see pages 82/83 of the
September 2003 issue of Lifeline for brief accounts of the other workshops).
Rev John Sutton led a workshop on Nurturing the Soul. This provided an opportunity to reflect on the nature of our
own soul and what it really is and then to consider how we can nurture our soul so that we can become more truly
human with increasing love, compassion and caring for others.
Rev Norman Ryder ran two sessions for the New Church Historical Society. The first session on Wednesday
included a talk to the Society by Mrs Maeve Hawkins on Adam Haworth, an early member of the Accrington New
Church, who travelled extensively abroad and made many contacts with New Church individuals and groups. The
second session on Thursday was the Annual General Meeting of the Society.

After lunch Conference was invited to observe a ministerial discussion on the subject of Ordination and Inauguration.
This took the form of a panel of three ministers, Revs Robert Gill, John Presland, Geoffrey Clarkson, who took it in
turn to talk through their understanding of the uses and meanings of Ordination and Inauguration and how these terms
and the ceremonies involved ought to be used in the Church. Their discussion together was facilitated by Rev Bruce
Jarvis as session chairman. It was not intended that this session should reach any specific conclusions, rather it gave
an opportunity for those present at Conference to hear three ministers give their views on the subject, each working
from their own understanding of the Word and the Writings. Without a full transcript of the proceedings it is not
possible to give an accurate account of what was said but the emphasis placed by each speaker was on the following
lines:

(Continued on page 8)
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Person to Person - The Gospel of John
This is the sixteenth part of the serialisation of the late Rev Paul Vickers’ commentary on the Gospel of John.
Paul commenced his work with the following words:

“It seems incredible to say that we could form part of a group learning from a disciple who
walked and talked with Jesus Christ, and yet that is the opportunity John's gospel opens up.”
CHAPTER SEVEN
1 - 27 DISSENSION ABOUT JESUS IN JERUSALEM
(Part 1)
Although chapters 5 and 6 make no clear statement it is
probable that Jesus went up to Jerusalem in the Spring
for Passover, that of 28 A.D. Prior to this present chapter
he was in Galilee, where his efforts to explain his divine
nature led to his abandonment by most of his Galilean
disciples. Now we come to Autumn and to the great feast
of ingathering, known as the Feast of Booths (or
Tabernacles) because the people were to live in such
temporary shelters to remind them of the wilderness
days when there was no harvest to gather. This was an
important time, with great crowds flocking to Jerusalem
to celebrate the harvest. Jesus' appearance among them
created turmoil in Jerusalem as they debated his claims,
and this made an increasing problem for the Jewish
leaders anxious to maintain their authority.
We have seen the contrast between Jerusalem at
the heart of Jewry, and Galilee on its rather despised
outskirts; and we have seen that this portrays in parable
our spiritual nature, which has its inner life at the heart of
our religious character and its outer worldly life where
religion meets practical earthly living. At that outer level it
has proved impossible to maintain Jesus as the source
of all our worldly activity; the crowd in Galilee have
decided that they cannot comprehend Jesus' life flowing
into and controlling all earthly life. Only the basic attitude
that we should use his way, "the Twelve", remains. We
know from our own experience how early enthusiasm
fails when worldly desires and earthly problems make
their presence felt. All that remains is loyalty in thought
to Christian ideals which do not seem greatly to affect
our daily living. Now the scene changes to Jerusalem,
and we are to consider the pressures that build up in our
inner self as a consequence.
Here we become aware that a different component
enters the fray. Arguments at the outward level of life in
Galilee seem to be about what is feasible. Our
Christianity seems to break down at a practical level. But
when we come into Jerusalem, we realize that there is
hatred in the air. It is not that Christianity is not practical;
it opposes what our selfishness wants to do with life. We
become aware that what we want is a powerful force in
our lives, and that it must wipe out the influence of Jesus
or our old self is going to be replaced by a very different
attitude. What appeared on the surface in Galilee as a
question of practical choices turns out in Jerusalem to be
a bitter battle between our evil self-wanting and the
5

loving giving spirit of Jesus. As always in this gospel, it is
"the Jews", the Jewish authorities, who portray the force
of evil and selfishness in us seeking to destroy the
influence of Jesus.
1 - 5 And after these things Jesus walked in Galilee, for
he did not want to walk in Judea because the Jews were
seeking him to kill him. Now the Jews' Feast of Booths
was near, so his brothers said to him, "Leave here and
go into Judea, that your disciples may see the works you
do; for no one does anything in secret who wants to be
known publicly. If you do these things, show yourself to
the world". For his brothers also did not believe in him.
Jesus reminded us that a prophet has no honour in his
own house, and it appears that his brothers found it
impossible to believe the claims of one they had known
so long and intimately. We know Jesus had four brothers
and two sisters. The obvious presumption is that they
were born to Mary after Jesus, with Joseph as their
father. Some have failed to see that Mary was like other
women, and was only Jesus' way to enter man's fallen
state and tackle his evil. They have assumed that she
was perfect in some way. So considerable ingenuity has
been exercised to find a mother other than Mary for
these children, such as a former wife of Joseph, or a
near relative (so that they are cousins though called
brothers). The Gospels provide no such reason to avoid
the obvious; they are regarded as Jesus' brothers, and
they are only half-brothers in the sense that God, not
Joseph, was father to Jesus. These brothers, who do not
believe in him, try to bring pressure on Jesus to put his
claims to the test in Jerusalem.
The Lord takes great care of us spiritually, and judges
the time when we can be made aware of our inner force
of selfishness. He varies our state, so that we come to
know ourselves at the rate that we can cope with
changing ourselves. Hence the period in Galilee, and the
careful way Jesus comes into Jerusalem. But there are
brothers who try to force the pace, and would bring
disaster. Jesus makes it clear that those who do good
are his brothers (Mark 3:35) but here these are
disbelieving brothers. They picture for us the way an
apparent life of good may really be only lip service to the
ideal, and may be trying to destroy the heart of love
beneath a facade of good behaviour. These brothers egg
Jesus on to action, feeling that he is bound to fail.
Selfishness is always ready to destroy Christian life in
us, by going through the motions of a good life but using
it to satisfy our own selfishness. Jesus knows he must
(Continued on page 6)

Person to Person - The Gospel of John
(Continued from page 5)

strengthen us to reject our fundamental selfishness and
all the damage it does, and so he must find a way to
reveal our inner evil; but it must be done at a time when
some advantage will result.
6 - 10 So Jesus said to them, "My time is not yet come,
but your time is always ready. The world is unable to
hate you, but it hates me because I bear witness about it
that its works are evil. Go up to the feast yourselves. I
am not going up to this feast yet, for my time has not yet
been fulfilled." And having said this to them, he stayed in
Galilee. But when his brothers had gone up, then he also
went up to the feast, not openly but secretly.
Selfishness taking over our Christian life hypocritically,
like these brothers, is quite acceptable to the evil we
shall have to fight. It is not hated, as the real presence of
Jesus is when it demands we give up our evil and
honestly live for others. So the inadequate brothers can
go up to the feast and appear to be feeding on the life of
God; but Jesus cannot be present for a genuine feast of
love until evil has been recognized, and we see that real
Christianity opposes it. Our state has to be "filled full"
and shown in Jesus' light. He will choose the time when
he can lead us to realize our inner evil. So he comes
secretly into our inner thinking, and we begin to be
disturbed in our mind.
11 - 13 So the Jews were seeking him at the feast, and
said, "Where is he?" And there was much whispering
about him among the crowds. Some said, "He is good",
but others said, "No, rather he deceives the crowd".
However, no one spoke openly about him for fear of the
Jews.
By coming secretly, Jesus avoids immediate
confrontation with the Jewish authorities, yet contrives to
set the crowd whispering about him. This is the way he
comes to us, not calling all our evil to mind so that we
feel condemned, but slowly raising a conflict in us. We
are always under the influence of good flowing into our
mind, as well as the power flowing out of our selfishness,
for the Lord wants us to choose our way. So a combat
begins to develop as to why we are living and what we
should be doing. Our attitude to life begins to be called in
question; but as yet we are not facing up to the
selfishness which till now has been our accepted way of
life. There is a great deal of "whispering" but we dare not
openly admit what the disturbance is about "for fear of
the Jews". Yet our basic selfishness must eventually be
called in question, or no change will be possible in us.

14 - 18 But now, in the middle of the feast, Jesus went
up into the temple and was teaching. And the Jews
wondered, saying, "How is this man lettered when he
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has not studied?" Jesus answered them and said, "My
teaching is not mine but his who sent me. If anyone
wants to do his will, he will know whether the teaching is
from God or whether I speak from myself. He that
speaks from himself seeks his own glory, but he who
seeks the glory of him who sent him is true, and
falsehood is not in him".
The wisdom of Jesus was always a puzzle to his
opponents. They regarded wisdom as something you
learned from the Scriptures by rote. But true wisdom is
an enlightenment that comes from an inner presence of
love, and Jesus' wisdom was of this kind. He had to
learn God's Word as we do, for he had to take on our
nature fully and be able to help us in all our activity. In
the synagogue, care was taken to educate all boys in the
Scriptures, though they would not be trained in the
intricate esoteric knowledge of the scribes. This was why
they said Jesus "had not studied". But, in Jesus, the life
which grasped the ideas of truth from the Word and filled
them with love was the life of God, "the Father" within
him, who was doing his works. The wisdom of Jesus
depended on the life within him using the Scriptures; it
was not the product of clever thinking. Jesus declares
the contrast between knowledge of truth driven by
selfishness for its own ends, its own "glory", and
knowledge of truth driven by the very love that shapes
the truth and so seeks the glory of God.
"Glory" seems a vague term to us, and we often
think of it as an appearance, like the light shown in
pictures around angels or our Lord. But glory is what
love brings about. The love of Jesus will bring about
useful actions and kindly deeds. All this use serving that
love is its "glory". Selfish love has a spurious kind of
glory because it loves our self-aggrandisement, and
shows in actions which may appear good but which are
done for our own glory and not to help others.
19 - 24 "Did not Moses give you the law? And not one of
you practices the law! Why do you seek to kill me?" The
crowd answered and said, "You have a demon. Who is
seeking to kill you?" Jesus answered and said to them, "I
did one work and you all marvel. Moses has given you
circumcision (not that it is from Moses but from the
Fathers) and you circumcise a man on the Sabbath. If a
man receives circumcision on the Sabbath so as not to
break the law of Moses, are you angry with me because
I made a man whole on the Sabbath? Do not judge by
what you see, but judge a righteous judgement".
Jesus now exposes their use of Scripture (taking care to
be quite accurate by acknowledging that the patriarchs
used circumcision before Moses gave his law). Clearly
the healing Jesus had done on the Sabbath (chapter 5)
remains the root of bitter Jewish antagonism, and Jesus
begins from there. His use of the Sabbath to heal a man
fulfills the love of God expressed in the Word, and is
(Continued on page 7)

continued
(Continued from page 6)

surely more essential than to circumcise on the Sabbath
to fulfill the law. Yet they are making his healing of a man
on the Sabbath an excuse to seek to destroy him. There
is nothing more pedantically foolish than to use the letter
of the law to argue against its whole purpose; yet not
only Jews but Christians have used a rigid Sabbatarian
code to repress and prevent the spreading of love and
affection. Jesus pleads with them not to judge just by the
works they see, but to judge righteously from the whole
purpose of the truth.
When Jesus accuses them of seeking to kill him, it is
interesting that they deny the charge by asserting he has
a demon. Evil that is working within a man or a church
can never acknowledge its nature. It must excuse its
efforts to harm others by claiming that they are a demon
seeking to do evil, when they oppose its evil.
25 - 27 Then some of those from Jerusalem said, "Is not
this he whom they seek to kill? And, look, he speaks
openly and they say nothing to him. Have those who rule
recognized in truth that this is truly the Christ? Yet we
know where this man is from; but whenever the Christ
comes no one will know where he comes from."

feel that, because no action is taken against Jesus, the
authorities themselves are uncertain whether the
Messiah has come. Yet they are still unsure; and the
people think they know Jesus' origin, when it is believed
that no one will know where the Messiah comes from.
The Scriptures give the place of Messiah's birth, but this
belief seems to refer to his activity and to have arisen
from apocalyptic literature and been current at the time.
Unease and uncertainty will eventually force the Jewish
authorities to make definite moves against Jesus.
The turmoil pictures the way our own minds become
stirred up by conflicting motives, and we are unsure of
our chosen purpose. It is necessary for the Lord to allow
the selfishness and evil within us to be stirred up, for we
shall never reject it unless we become aware of its
existence and its horrifying nature. Most of us have the
feeling that we are "not angels, but still not too bad". If
we remained so complacent, the Lord could never get us
to reject our selfishness and change our nature. It is for
this reason that we pray in the Lord's Prayer, "Lead us
not into temptation, but deliver us from evil", for, although
we do not seek the assault of our evil to trouble us, we
recognize that we must know our evil if we are to be
delivered from it.
Person to Person - The Gospel of John
To be continued

John shows us how the pressure begins to build up in
Jerusalem. As well as the Jewish authorities and their
supporters, there are many bystanders who as yet
neither support nor deny Jesus' claims. They begin to

New Church College Summer School
Dispersed Students of the College gathered from across
the world to study the topic of Emanuel Swedenborg’s
Memorable Relations. I’d vaguely heard of them but I
didn’t know much about them and wouldn’t pick them up
for private reading. That’s all changed now. Rev Alan
Lewin introduced us to the Memorable Relations by
allowing us to read quietly, ponder privately and discuss
in groups. He challenged us to think how we would use
them in our work for the Church. The memorable
relations are detailed, vivid accounts by Swedenborg of
his experiences in the spiritual world. They reveal the
nature of people in those worlds. I’d recommend dipping
into them if you have access to Conjugial Love, Arcana
Caelestia or True Christian Religion.
We worked together as students to prepare a lead
worship in various styles and several churches. The
College held its Annual General Meeting during the
weekend so it was good to meet the teams who form the
committees of the college. I think it was also nice for the
governors of the college to see the students as a group.
The weekend wasn’t all studying. We enjoyed a
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meal out, a game, circle dancing and a wet BBQ held
indoors.
College schools offer a chance to the dispersed
students to meet together, swap ideas, share
enthusiasms, pray together, worship together and learn
together. Rev John Presland ensures a warm welcome
to old and new faces.
Many thanks to Anne and Sarah for all their hard
work and delicious food and congratulations to John,
Alan, Sarah and Anne for a “memorable” weekend.
Bev Johnson

Conference 2003

Thursday 24th July continued

(Continued from page 4)

Rev Robert Gill expressed his view that Ordination
(putting in order) was a long continuing process but
Inauguration was a ceremony involving the laying on of
hands. The call to minister involved an ongoing development
of the priestly love for the salvation of souls which at a point in
time needed to be affirmed by the whole Church.
Rev Geoffrey Clarkson reviewed the use of the terms in
the Bible where, for example, ordination appears in
connection with Aaron in Exodus 29 although the Hebrew
word involved is variously translated as ordination or
consecration. On a very practical note Geoffrey felt that
individual students should have a say in where they are
ordained/inaugurated.
Rev John Presland explained that in his view everyone
can be ordained by the Lord in the sense that the Lord seeks
to order and arrange what is deep within us with the end that
we become angels in heaven. But inauguration involves a
blessing through the laying on of hands that the personRev Geoffrey Clarkson Rev Bruce Jarvis
Rev John Presland
Rev Robert Gill
involved will be guided by the Lord into the priestly office.

The last session on Thursday was the 121st Annual Meeting of the New Church Children’s Society. This meeting
reviewed the work of the Society and particularly the need to be able to make grants for children in single parent
families whether the parent is a woman or a man. Quite a number of children continue to be helped by the Society and
various people around the country make visits to the children involved. But more members are required!

The Conference Service on Thursday evening was held at Oaklands New Church, Birmingham and despite the time of
day there were no delays on the coach trip into Birmingham. The service was led by Rev Clifford Curry and Rev Bruce
Jarvis and focussed on giants and dragons and the children present got involved in talking about the giants they knew
from the Bible and other literature. Then a dialogue took place between Clifford and Bruce on the Book of Revelation
and the frequent mention of dragons (see pages 85/86). This was later followed by a short talk by Clifford (see page
87) on how the dragon’s weapon against the church in us is guilt and our feelings of failure and not being good
enough. Throughout the service the choir provided some magnificent and beautiful singing particularly in their
rendering of John Rutter’s “For the beauty of the earth”. This was the culmination of a great deal of hard work by
members of the choir who had to get up earlier than most each day for a practice session led by the Musical Director,
Rebecca Jarvis. At the end of the service the congregation was treated to an excellent buffet laid on by the Oaklands
people before returning to the Hayes Conference Centre.

One of the regular Choir practices
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A dragon in the garden at Oaklands

Conference 2003

Friday 25th July

On Friday morning it was announced that the members
of the new Governing Council (see picture below) had
accepted responsibility for key areas of Conference’s
activities as ‘linked members’. This is explained on page
95 by Gordon Kuphal. It was also announced that Rev
Dennis Duckworth was attending his 60th Conference,
Rev Leslie Chambers his 45th and Geoffrey Turner his
57th.

Geoffrey Turner attends his 57th Conference (every
year since 1947)
Then followed the Conference Review which gave an
opportunity for everyone to comment on Conference
proceedings. Gwendolen Rowe thanked everyone for
their contributions to the daily Conference newspaper
but asked that Conference should encourage more
families with children to attend. Rev Bruce Jarvis said he
had missed anything to do with young people. Pauline
Grimshaw responded by giving an outline of what she
intended to do over the coming year as Development
Worker for Child and Youth Education including updating
and restoring resources for young people and contacting
all churches to find out what is currently going on. She
felt that the Church had no structure for a child’s
development. Patrick Johnson was grateful for having
It was announced during Conference
that the home of Rev Pavel Heger and
his family in the eastern Czech
Republic had been destroyed in a fire.
As a result a special collection was
made and sent to him and the letter
opposite has been received as a result.
Pavel Heger was ordained in 1994
after studying at the Swedenborg
School of Religion in Massachusetts.
He lives and works on his family farm
in the Czech Republic doing missionary
work on a voluntary basis and also
translation.
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two sessions of Special Interest Groups but wondered if
more time could be allocated to optional sessions. There
was discussion about the evening arrangements for
Conference but it was eventually agreed that it was
better to hold the Conference Service on the final
evening. Rev Dick Keyworth commented that there were
some New Church groups around the world that thought
the Conference was at its last gasp but he disagreed
with this although he felt the organisation was spending
too much time on secular matters. Rev Robert Gill asked
whether the ‘Keynote’ speech on the first day could be
re-located since quite a few people arrive later on
Monday because of travel problems. Kathy Freyhan said
she had enjoyed this Conference more than any other
and Judith Wilson expressed her thanks for the
leadership given by the ministry. Jan Millar thought that
the variety of this years Conference had been wonderful
and there had been debate but no acrimony and an
opportunity to develop personally. Nigel Sutton gave a
vote of thanks to Fred Aldridge and Barbara Nicholls for
their assistance to him as treasurer. Nigel also
announced that the Conference offertory had amounted
to £1354.25. Rev Alan Lewin spoke about the group of
around 30 people who are reading the Arcana. They
have now reached chapter 6 and a new group will start
out shortly. Finally votes of thanks were given to all
those responsible for the arrangements and organisation
of Conference.
The closing session was a Celebration of
Uniqueness led by Rev Gill Gordon during which a
number of people spoke about what they found unique in
the New Church and its teachings. This was interspersed
by hymns from New Church writers and following a short
talk by Gill, Rev John Sutton brought Conference 2003
to a close.
My thanks go to Lara Nicholls and Ann Skinner for their
support in putting together the reports of Conference
2003 in the September and October issues of Lifeline.
Editor

Dear Friends in the General Conference,
I was very moved to get from you a letter with the cheque with financial
help towards rebuilding our home after fire! We really appreciate your
concern and generosity; without people as you are, our terrible situation
would be much worse!
We have been working very hard to remove ruins, to save what was not
totally destroyed and to build some roofed place before winter starts.
Your donation will make things easier. We are sure there must be some
purpose in this exhausting situation, our faith makes the difference.
God bless you all!

Yours sincerely, Pavel Heger with family.

Governing Council Report
The new Governing Council of the General Conference
met for its first full meeting on Friday/Saturday 12th/13th
September at its usual venue of Purley Chase. Purley
was looking its best in the late summer sunshine and
there was hardly a cloud in the sky from beginning to
end of the meeting. There were several important
changes of personnel since the last meeting there.
Sitting at the table were four new members of the
Council: Zoë Brooks, Michael Clubb, Rev Alan Lewin
and David Sharrock. There was also a new face
occupying the Chairman’s position – that of Jean
Chambers. In addition Executive members, David Glover
and Alan Misson, were also present for a special joint
meeting. So there was much new to get used to.
Michael Hindley, the immediate past Chairman, only
tried to take over the chair once and the Secretary of
Conference, who is no longer a voting member of the
Council, only raised his arm once in an attempt to vote.
The purpose of meeting jointly with the Executive
was to help ensure that the two bodies will work in
increasing harmony together and that those members of
the Executive who do not normally attend the Council will
have a better understanding of the Council’s thinking.
At the first meeting of the year after the Annual
Conference there are various routine jobs to be done,
committees to be appointed, etc. The aim of the new
Governing Council is that it should concentrate on policy
and major issues. Consequently, many practical matters
are passed to the Executive to be dealt with or, to save
time at meetings, are referred to sub-committees or
working groups, which then report back to the Council in
due course.
It is encouraging to hear of the progress of students
towards their ordination or inauguration as ministers.
Approval was given for Esther Byrne to be ordained near
where she will be carrying our her ministry in Scotland,
but a suitable ceremony of affirmation will take place at
next year’s Annual Meeting (subject of course to Esther
completing the remaining courses!). It is expected too
that Alexander Gorbenko will be ready to be inaugurated
as a minister at the Annual Meeting. The Council has
agreed to extend David Gaffney’s studentship for an
extra six months in order that he can complete Level

12/13 September
Three.
There was quite a lot of talk about next year’s
Annual Meeting and various ideas will be considered by
the Conference Programme Planning Committee. The
Secretary of this Committee for the past few years has
been Jean Chambers, but, with her new responsibilities
as Council Chairman, she could not be expected to
continue with this job as well. Michael Clubb volunteered
to take this on.
In the light of some strong reactions at Conference,
plans to introduce One Member One Vote next year
have been put on hold for at least another year. The
Management Structures Team has been asked to take
further soundings in the Church and to review the
proposals.
The Council is anxious to relieve David Friend of the
responsibilities which he has continued to carry as
Outreach Administrator since he retired as Treasurer of
Conference. If you are interested in helping with any of
this work and want to know more, please let us know.
Conference representatives will already have received a
list of these responsibilities.
Progress on RENEW unfortunately remains slow,
but, where plans have been stalled, various alternative
ideas are being actively explored. It was good to have
the recently appointed Communications Manager, David
Glover, at the meeting. He is concentrating at first mainly
on setting up a Conference website. He has also visited
churches in several parts of the country to familiarize
himself with our organization and get to know people.
The new members were not overawed by being on
the Council and contributed fully and effectively to the
discussions and decisions. With its new structure, new
members and new leadership moving into their places,
the Council was very aware of change. It made a good
start to this new phase of its life.
Gordon Kuphal

A Pastoral Care Workshop
Purley Chase 24th to 26th October
This workshop, facilitated by Ian and Patricia Russell, will provide an opportunity to explore:
•
•
•

how you could express your care pastorally
your strengths and abilities
your needs in order to care pastorally for others

The workshop is sponsored by CAM and help with costs is available for anyone wishing to attend.
Please contact Mrs Mary Burnley 01274 611082 for further information.
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Governing Council

Linked Responsibilities
Back row from left to right:
Ernest Baxendale, Gordon Kuphal,
Michael Clubb, Rev Clifford Curry,
David Sharrock, Rev Ian Russell, Rev
Alan Lewin
Front row from left to right:
Nigel Sutton, Peter Schofield,
Jean Chambers, Michael Hindley, Zoë
Brooks

The elected members of the Governing Council are
being given ‘linked’ responsibilities. This means that they
will take a special interest in a particular part of the
Council’s work. The expectation is that this will help the
Council to be better informed and to reach its decisions
in a smoother and more effective way.
The work of the Council has been divided up into five
main areas and they have been allocated as follows:•
•
•
•
•

Human resources Ernest Baxendale
Zoë Brooks
Finance
David Sharrock
Education
Rev Alan Lewin
Communication
Rev Clifford Curry
Renewal
Michael Clubb.

The Chairman and Vice-Chairman of the Council,
Jean Chambers and Peter Schofield, will not be taking a
specific linked responsibility, but will maintain a general
overview.
Members of the Church are of course welcome to
talk with members of the Council about any Church
matters, or mention any ideas or proposals that occur to
them. You are particularly encouraged to discuss with
the members anything in their designated area of linked
responsibility. It is stressed, however, that the prime
contact for any formal matters remains the Conference
officers.
Gordon Kuphal

(Continued from page 12)

drawing upon his otherworld experiences, and in accepting his validity and credibility as a “normal” human being, this
audience of 75-80 thinking and reflective people was presented with a positive picture of a man whose work should be
taken seriously. And that is surely good, encouraging news.
During the Conference I found myself in conversation with a senior member of CFPSS, and expressed my
perplexity that the Christian and academic world in Europe could have found it possible virtually to ignore the
existence of such a body of theology and philosophy, and a man of such distinction, too. His tentative explanation
takes us right back to the beginning. He wondered whether the act of creating congregations and denominations had
the effect of "privatising" Swedenborg, so that the religious and thinking world could largely simply ignore him and the
New Church as inconsequential, small and irrelevant. An interesting diagnosis with which John Clowes and others
might have had some sympathy. But that's history: we are where we are. For myself, I believe the Lord must have had
a purpose in permitting distinctive churches to emerge so that the precious good news of His second coming might be
proclaimed. Perhaps the responsibility rests with all of us to ensure that this good news is shared far and wide, in a
non-dogmatic and open way, so that those seeking for new light might be able to find it.
Rev Bruce Jarvis
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Good News from Lincoln!
At the beginning of September I attended a 2-day
ecumenical conference at Bishop Grosseteste College,
Lincoln. The Conference was organised by the
Churches' Fellowship for Psychical and Spiritual Studies,
and followed on immediately from their celebratory
golden jubilee annual general meeting, which, alas, I had
been unable to attend. It was a great delight walking
across to the refectory on the Sunday evening after the
first 2 of 16 presentations on paranormal and
parapsychological studies to find the Revd Clifford and
Marion Curry arriving from Christchurch. Apart from the
pleasure of having them both around, and in seeing
Clifford chair one of the sessions, I was glad to have the
pair of them with me to share in reflecting upon the
proceedings.
Over the last 20 or so years quite a good rapport
between ourselves and the CFPSS has grown up, with a
number of New Church Ministers taking up membership
and giving talks and lectures at various conferences and
events. So the name Swedenborg and the New Church
are far from unknown in those circles. But this
ecumenical conference exceeded all our expectations,
with Swedenborg's name and spiritual experiences
referred to in positive terms by several speakers.
After dinner on Sunday evening we were treated to a
wonderful keynote address by Dr Peter Fenwick, one of
the leading neuro-psychiatrists in this country and in the
world, based at the London Institute of Psychiatry.
(Several years ago, Dr Fenwick gave an address to the
Swedenborg Society in London.) His thesis was that
spiritual medicine has come of age, and he gave a
superb presentation of this whole area of the
neuroscience of spirituality. He pointed out the
overwhelming evidence for the positive benefits of
religion and spirituality upon mental health, and upon
recovery from heart attacks, and cited other beneficial
effects of spiritual life. He quoted the studies that have
been done into the impact of intercessory prayer. He
was mystified that the churches seem to be unaware of
all this “evidence” and are not offering it to existing and
potential members.

confirmatory impact of this work, the most arresting
moment was when he introduced Swedenborg's
experiences, particularly commending Heaven and Hell
to the audience as a book they should look at and take
seriously. That was a "hairs on the back of your neck"
experience for me.
As if that wasn't enough, on Tuesday morning we
heard from a visiting academic from Stockholm who has
been investigating the whole area of ghosts, apparitions
and spirits, and looking for meaning and significance
running though all these experiences. At one point she
ran through a list of well-known historical figures who
have had paranormal experiences, showing their
portraits on an OHP screen, and, yes, lo and behold, she
concluded her list with Emanuel Swedenborg. So we had
the somewhat uncanny experience of having his familiar
portrait on the screen for around 10 minutes while she
rounded off her presentation.
And, as if that wasn't enough, 2 papers later came
Canon Michael Paternoster, a retired Anglican priest,
giving an excellent talk entitled Seeing Things. The
observant would have spotted a familiar name in the
abstract published in the conference programme, but we
could not have anticipated such a warm, positive
commendation of Swedenborg. Paternoster spoke quite
fully about Swedenborg's spiritual world experience.
What's more, he spoke very fulsomely of Swedenborg's
sanity and rationality and normality. These were not the
writings of a deranged mind. In fact, never having seen a
picture of ES before, he admitted that he had been glad
to have a long look at his face on the screen earlier
because it simply confirmed for him the man's character!
Wow! This speaker also drew quite strongly upon Wilson
van Dusen’s work in this field of parapsychological
experiences, and made the link between van Dusen and
Emanuel Swedenborg.
Now, let’s be clear, none of these speakers was
making a ringing endorsement of the theology presented
in Swedenborg’s writings. Apart from anything else, this
was not the context for such a discussion. I have no idea
whether any of those speakers have any views on the
theological premises laid out in the Writings. But in

From our point of view, apart from all the
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